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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF AMENABLE GROUPS

BY

WILLIAM R. EMERSON1

Abstract. Generalizing a construction of Banach from 1923 we obtain new

criteria for the amenability of a locally compact group G. The relationship

of these new criteria to known characterizations is then investigated, and in

particular a formally strengthened version of the von Neumann/Dixmier

condition for amenability is established.

0. Introduction and notation. In 1923 Banach [2] showed how to construct

translation invariant means on LX(T) (where T is the circle) which do not

agree with the Lebesgue integral in general but do agree on the subspace of

Riemann integrable functions, and thereby resolved the "Problème de la

mesure" which had been open since its proposal in Lebesgue's "Leçons sur

l'Intégration" eighteen years earlier. Contained in Banach's construction

naturally generalized to an arbitrary locally compact group G there is only

one point of possible obstruction, and consequently when isolated and

formalized one obtains a condition on G which is readily seen to be equiva-

lent to amenability (in current terminology). It is rather curious that

contained implicitly in what is perhaps the first paper on translation invariant

means/amenability is a characterization of amenability which has apparently

gone unnoticed for over 50 years. The purpose of the present paper is to

describe and examine this condition, showing its relationship to known

characterizations and to derive further consequences.

In what follows G is a fixed arbitrary locally compact group with a fixed

left Haar measure associated, Lp = Lp(G) are the associated real Lebesgue

spaces (1 < p < co), and § = S(G) is the real vector space of all real

measurable simple functions on G. Moreover, for any function / on G, LJ

denotes left translation by a ((LJ)(g) = f(ag)) and J^¥ La-f. In general

the notation follows that of Greenleaf's monograph [3] unless otherwise

noted.

1. The basic characterization. The following is essentially the condition used

by Banach, appropriately generalized to the present context, which enabled
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him to construct a translation invariant mean on S = S (T):

Proposition 1.1. S  contains a subspace 9t satisfying the following two

properties iff there is a left invariant mean (4= LIM) on S :

(i) Lgf-fG 91 for allf G %,g G G,
(ii)/ G S andf > 0 implies f G 91.

Comments. Any LIM on S clearly has a (unique) extension to a LIM on

Lœ and consequently there is a LIM on S iff G is amenable. Note also that

/ > 0 for/ £ S is trivially equivalent to inf / = min/ > 0.

Proof. If m is a LIM on S, let 91 4= ker(w) = (s£§: m(s) = 0}. Then

since m(Lgf) = m(f) by the left invariance of m, m(LJ — f) — 0 and Lg/ - /

G 91. Moreover, if / e § and / > 0 then inf/ > 0 and m(/) > inf/ > 0
(since m is a mean) and consequently/ G 91. Conversely, assume there is a

subspace 91 Q S satisfying (i) and (ii). Rather than follow Banach's original

proof via the construction of classes of "hyperfunctions" and the extension of

a functional by transfinite induction, we simply observe that (i) and (ii) imply

that the von Neumann/Dixmier condition (ty) for the amenability of G [3, p.

25] is satisfied:

/-(-.n       G is amenable <=> %¡ = %¡(G) #= finite linear span {Lgf -

/:/E§,gE<7} contains no strictly positive function.

(This is not surprising since the "subadditive function" form of the Hahn-

Banach theorem gives the existence of a LIM on S immediately from

(öJD^merely a formalized version of Banach's original proof.) The implication

is immediate since (i) gives 91q ç 91 while (ii) guarantees that no strictly

positive function is in 91 and, a fortiori, 9lq. Note that 9lo is the minimal

candidate for satisfying (i) and (ii) and if 9lo violates (ii) no 91 D 91q can

possibly satisfy (ii).

Of course Banach did not simply state the prototype of Proposition 1.1; he

moreover constructed an 91 (for G = T) which did in fact satisfy (i) and (ii).

We now merely follow his construction, note that there is only one point

where there is a possible obstruction (in the general case) and, in the spirit of

modern mathematics, hypothesize a criterion which enables us to bypass this

obstruction thereby obtaining a condition equivalent to the amenability of G.

In carrying out this program we first make the following definitions:

Definition 1.2. (a) P = P(G) == {<f> e LX(G): <p > 0, ||$||, = 1}.

(b) %, = 91,(0) #={/£§: inf{||$ *f\\œ: <í> e P) - 0} = {/ e S : 0 is
in the (¿„-norm) closure of P */}, where * denotes convolution.

(c) For any function/: G-»i? define/~ and/* by/~(x) = f(x~l) and

/*(•*) = fix -1)A(x;_1) for all x in G where A is the modular function.

Comment. In Definition 1.2(b), since P *f= {<t>*f: <pGP} is a convex
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subset of Loo, requiring that 0 be in the norm closure of P */is equivalent to

the formally weaker condition that 0 be in the weak closure of P * f.

The problem remains of deciding for which G 91, (G) satisfies the criteria

of Proposition 1 :

Proposition 1.3. For any locally compact group G, 91, (G) satisfies criteria

(i) and (ii) of Proposition 1 and is closed under scalar multiplication.

Proof. It is easily verified that the mapping f+->f* is an isometric involution

on LX(G) and also on P. Consequently as <(> runs through P so does <#>*, and

moreover

(** */)(*) = />(0/('-1*) dt = («Kz-1^-1)/^- lx) dt
JG Jg

= U(t)f(tx)dt.
JG

(Note. This formulation enables one to extend Definition 1.2(b) to

appropriate semigroups.) First, closure of 91, under scalar multiplication is

trivial since ||¿> * (cfiW^ = |c|||d> *f\\oa. Moreover, if / e S and/ > 0 then

e 4= inf / = min/ > 0 and consequently for any <f> G P

(<b(t)f(tx) dt > (<j>(t) •edt = e>0,
JG JG

showing that inf{||<i> */||oo: <i>EP}>e>0, verifying (ii). Finally for any

fixed a G G and any subset 0 of G of finite positive measure |0| let

1      "

where Xu is me indicator function of U, and consider/, = <}>* * (LJ — f):

fn(x) = f <b„(t)(LJ - f)(tx) dt =U„(t)(f(atx) -f(tx)) dt
JG JG

"^iJ,/..o(/("tt)-/(tt))<"

--m{LJ^d,-Ln,x)d!)
(upon letting atv+t in the first integral). Consequently, ||/„||oo < (2//i)j|_f||00 -»

0 as n -» + oo and LJ — / G 91, and (i) is also verified.

As a consequence of Proposition 1.3, the pivotal issue is identifying those

groups G for which 91, (G) is closed under addition since an immediate

corollary of Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 is:
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Corollary 1.4. G is amenable if 91, (G) is closed under addition.

Comment. See Theorem 1.7 for the converse.

The following criterion to insure the closure of 91, (G) under addition is

the one naturally abstracted from Banach's original argument:

Theorem 1.5. 91, (G) is closed under addition (and thus G is amenable) if:

for any <i>, and <p2 in P,

(B)     ¿(«i», * P, $2 * P) = infill, * ¿, - <p2 * fc||,: 4>x, 4>2inP] = 0.

Comments. Criterion (B) states that 0 is in the L,-norm closure of the

convex set </>, * P — <¡>2 * P for any <#>, and $2 in P, and (as in the comment

after Definition 1.2(b)) this is equivalent to the formally weaker criterion that

0 be in the weak closure of <¡>x * P — 4>2 * P. Also, see Theorem 1.7 for the

converse.

Proof. Fix/,,/2 G 91, and choose e > 0. Then by the definition of 91, let

<>* - #(/> e) (/ = 1, 2) satisfy \\f *f,\\ga < e (i - 1, 2). Next choose *, and

4>2 in P-by (B)-such that ||$, * <£, - <i>2 * <5>2||, < e. Finally, set ^e 4= k * ̂ >f

( E P) and consider &=§=&• (/i + fiY- & - *« * (/i + fi) = <t>e * f\ + <>e * f2

= k * (<Pt * /.) + (k * tf - & * </>*) * fi + & * (<¡>Í * fi) and
consequently (since ||<#> *f\\ao < U\\x\\f\\J

W»<ll*f •/i||» + ||*î * *r - k * «iiji^iu + ii^ */2|U

(the * involution satisfies (g * h)* = h* * g* for g and h in L, and thus

\\k * *r - ¿2* * *?iii = iitôr * <í»r - k * *!)ii = 11*1 * *i - ^ * k\ < «).
Upon letting e|0 we conclude that/, + /2 E 91,.

Corollary 1.6. Any Abelian group G is amenable.

Proof. Take <£>, 4= <¡>2 and <£2 4= $, to verify (B).

It is also easy to prove the converse of Corollary 1.4 and Theorem 1.5 from

known characterizations of amenability and we finally obtain the basic result

of this paper:

Theorem 1.7. If G is a locally compact group the following are equivalent:

(a) G is amenable,

(b) 91, (G) is closed under addition,

(c) d(<bx * P, <b2 * P) = Ofor <bx, <j>2 E P (criterion (B)).

Proof, (c) =» (b) is Theorem 1.5 and (b) => (a) is Corollary 1.4. Moreover, if

G is amenable there is a net [\pa] in P strongly convergent to topological left

invariance [3, p. 33], i.e., for any <i> E P, \\4> * \pa — \¡/a\\x ->0. But this

immediately implies that ||^, * \pa — ̂ >2 * i^a|¡ i —*• 0 for any ^^EP, which
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in turn trivially shows that d(<bx * P, §2 * P) = 0. Thus (a) => (c) and the

equivalence is complete.

As a consequence of these arguments we have the following result which

does not explicitly mention amenability though in fact all the conditions are

equivalent to the amenability of G:

Proposition 1.8. If G is a locally compact group and P — P(G) 4= {/ E

Li(G):f > 0, 11/11, = 1}, then the following conditions are equivalent:

(I) For any <£,, <i>2 E P, d(<bx * P, <p2 * P) = 0 (or equivalently: 0 is in the

weak closure of the (convex) set <bx * P — <b2 * P in L,).

(II) For any <>„ <b2 E P, d(((bx - <j>2) * P, 0) = 0 (or equivalently: 0 is in the

weak closure of the (convex) set (<#>, — c£2) * P in Lx).

(III) There is a net [\pa] in P such that, for any <bx, <b2 E P,  \\(<bx -

</>2WJI.->o.
(IV) There is a net {\pa} in P such that, for any (bin P, \\<b * \pa — ipa\\x —»0.

Comment. That (II) => (III) is easy to show directly. It would be of interest

to have "direct" proofs of (I) => (II) and (III) '=> (IV) without interjecting the

theory of amenable groups.

Proof. G amenable =» (IV) (as referred to in the proof of Theorem 1.7),

and (IV) => (III) => (II) => (I) are trivial. Finally, that (I) => G amenable is the

main content of Theorem 1.5.

The possibility naturally arises as to considering possibilities for 91 other

than 91, and deriving further criteria for amenability. Interestingly enough,

9lo of condition (ty), the "natural" choice for 91, seems to be intractable.

Moreover, consider 9l0 4= {/ £ S : inf(||í/ */||00: d E D) = 0} where D is

the set of all finite discrete positive measures on G of weight one: since

P * D CPwe have %D Q 91, for arbitrary G and it is easy to verify the

analogue of Proposition 1.3 for 91 = %D. But the sufficient criterion for the

closure of 9lD under addition that one naturally obtains in this case is not

necessary, i.e., condition (B) for G as a discrete group. This approach remains

open for further study.

Finally it remains to transfer the "analytic" criterion (B) on P C L, into a

measure theoretic/geometric condition in the group G itself, e.g., the relation

between geometric and functional criteria for amenability [3, pp. 64-67]. This

program has not been carried out, but the following condition appears to be

valid:
Conjecture 1.9. The locally compact group G is amenable <=> if Kx, K2 are

two relatively compact nonempty subsets of G and e > 0, there exist compact

sets C, and C2 of positive measure such that

\KXCX AK2C2\

(R) |C,| + \C2\

where | * | denotes a fixed left Haar measure on G.
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Comments. Condition (A) [3, p. 71] readily implies (R), i.e., the forward

implication is valid. Moreover, is there a direct proof that conditions (B) and

(R) are equivalent (in case Conjecture 1.9 is valid)?

II. Consequences and relations to prior results. In this section we first derive

the "Localization Theorem" [5] (in its most important case of LM(G)) from

Proposition 1.8(11). We will need the following variant of the Hahn-Banach

theorem:

Proposition 2.1. If N is a subspace of the real vector space LM = Lœ(X, p)

then there is a mean m in L* such that m(N) = 0 <=> ess inf g < 0 for all g in

N.

Proof. If ess inf g0 > 0 then by the definition of a mean m(g¿) > ess

inf g0 > 0 and consequently g0 G N. Conversely, let/»(g) =* ess sup g for g in

Loo and ¿ be the zero functional on N. Then by a standard form of

Hahn-Banach [4, pp. 434-435] L may be extended to a functional mini*

dominated by P, and domination byp readily implies, moreover, that this m

must in fact be a mean.

We also need this result in the following special context:

Corollary 2.2. Iff is in LX(G), then there is a mean m} in L^ such that

™f(4> */) = mf(f)for all <p in P iff infft, - ^) */ < Ofor all <j>x, $2 in P.

Proof. By 2.1 such an mf exists iff ess inf g < 0 for all g in N 4= finite

linear span {d> */ - /: <i> in P). Since («f», - fo) *f = (<f>, */- /) - (<p2 */
- f) (and (£, - </>2) * / is continuous allowing us to replace ess inf by inf) is

clearly in N one implication is clear. On the other hand, if n = 2tf/fa' */ —

f)inN satisfies ess inf ij = e > 0, then for any <j> in P inf <J> * tj > e > 0 also.

But <i> * Tj = 2a,-W¡ *f - <i> *f) where »//, = <#>*<>' is in P, and upon setting

A 4= 21*2/1 it is easy to see that A~\<j> * tj) (> e/A > 0) is of the form

(01 — £2) */ f°r appropriate $,, <i>2 in P and the converse implication is verified.

We are now prepared to prove:

Theorem 2.3. Let G be a locally compact group. Then for each f in Lm(G)

there is a mean m¡ in L* such that mf(4> *f) — m¡(f)for all $ in P iff there is a

mean m in L£> such that m(tf> */) = m(f) for all <b in P and f in L, i.e., there

exists a TLIM (topological left invariant mean) m on L^G).

Comments. The existence of a TLIM on LX(G) is known to be equivalent

to the amenability of G [3, p. 26]. Theorem 2.3 is the "local" characterization

of the amenability of G as shown in [5] by use of the Arens product [1].

Proof. It suffices to show that the existence of the m¡ for all /in Loo forces

the validity of 1.8(11). To this end fix any <bx, <b2 in P and consider N 4= (<pf —

0Î) * A» = {(0* — <P*) */: / e Lm} (see 1.2(c)): N is clearly a subspace of
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Loo- For any/in Lx since mf exists, by 2.2 we must have inf(d>* - <j>$) *f <

0, and consequently by 2.1 there is a mean m in L* such that m(N) = 0.

Since P is weak-* dense in the set of means in L% [3, p. 22] there is a net {^0}

in P such that (\pa, h)-*m(h) for all h in Loo- In particular for A = ($* —

<#) */ in N we have (*a, A) = «/„, (tf - <#) • /) = ((*, - ^ **,,/) -»

»j(A) = 0, where we have used (i^, <p* *f) = (<f>**l>,f) for t/<, <p in L, and /in

Loo-see [5, Lemma 3.1]. But this is precisely 1.8(II)-0 is in the weak closure of

(4>\ — 4>-ù * i'-and the demonstration is completed.

The idea used in the proof of 2.3 may be extended, and to that end we

make the following

Definition 2.4. Let G be a locally compact group. The subset X C L^G)

is said to be full (in LK(G)) iff for every <p,, 4>2 in P(G) the following is true:

there is a net {\pa} = {$a(<bx, 4>2)} in P such that ((d>, - ^) * \j/a, f) -» 0 for all

/ in X iff 0 is in the L, norm closure (or equivalently the weak closure) of the

convex set (<bx — ̂  * P C L,.

Comment. If X is full and X Ç X then trivially X is also full. The proof of

2.3 used that X = Loo(G) is full for any G.

In case A" is a subspace of Loo we may use a formally weakened form of 2.4

in defining full subspace as a consequence of

Proposition 2.5. Let X be a real vector space, X* the (real algebraic) dual of

X, and C a convex subset of X*. Then f in X* is weak-* adherent to C, i.e.,

there is a net {/,} in C such that (fa,x)-> (f, x)for all x in X iff for each x in

X there is a net-therefore a sequence-{fn(x)) in C such that (fn(x),x)->

(/. x).

Proof. Without loss of generality assume / = 0 (by replacing C by C — f,

etc.) and fix any xx,... ,xk in X. Consider the linear mapping T: X* -> Rk

defined by f^T(f) 4= ((/, xx),...,(/, xk)). First, S 4= T(C) is a convex

subset of Rk (since C is convex in X*). Showing that there is a net {/a} in C

converging weakly to 0 is now equivalent to showing that 0 is in the closure S

of S in Rk (for any choice of finite subset xx,... ,xk in X). Proceeding by

contradictioiL if 0 is not in S there is a hyperplane separating 0 from the

convex set S or equivalently a vector A = (ax, .. ., ak) in Rk such that

A • s > 1 for all j in S. Consider x0 4= axxx + • • • + akxk in X:

Let [f„(x0)} be a sequence in C such that (f„(x0), x0) -U 0, and choose/0 in

this sequence such that (/0, x0) < 1. Then s0 4= T(f0) is in S and

consequently

A-Sq" (ax, ...,ak)- ((/0, xx), ..., (f0, xk))

- ßi(/o> *.) + •'•+ ak(fQ, xk) - (fo, axxx + ■ ■ ■ + akxk)

= (/c *o) < 1-
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Corollary 2.6. // X is a subspace of L^(G) then there is a net {0a} =

{0a(0i> #2)}in p such tnat ((0i ~ ^2) * 0«>/) -» Qfor all fin X-^ for each fin

X there is a sequence 4>„(f) = 0„(/, <bx, $£ in P such that ((<bx - £2) * 0„ (/)>/)

->0.

Proof. Apply Proposition 2.5 with C=S=(<bx - <t>2) * P and/ = 0.

Theorem 2.7. If X is a full subspace of LX(G) then the following are

equivalent:-

(1) G is amenable.

(2) There is a mean m on L^G) such that m(<b */) = m(f) for all <p in P

andfinX.
(3) For each f in X there is a mean m¡on LX(G) such that mf(<b * /) = m/(f)

for all $ in P.

Comment. If AT is a topologically left invariant subspace of Lw (P * X Q

X) then (2) is equivalent to the existence of a TLIM on X (any mean on any

subspace may be extended to a mean on Loo), and in particular the theorem

states that LX(G) supports a TLIM iff X does (in general a TLIM on a

subspace cannot be extended to a TLIM on Lœ, only to a mean on Loo).

Proof. (1) => (2) by taking m to be any TLIM on Loo(G), and (2) => (3) by
taking ny = m. To see that (3) => (1) we follow the proof of 2.3 and first

observe by 2.2 that we have inf(<J>* — <i>2) */ < 0 for all/in X and </>,, <b2 in

P. Fixing any <bx, <p2 in P and setting N 4= (<i>* - <f>2) * X, let m be the mean

guaranteed by 2.1 and (t//a} a net in P weak-* convergent to m. Then in

particular for all h in N we have (\pa, h) -» m(h) = 0 implying (\pa, (<b\* —

02*) * f) = ((0Î - 02*)* * 0«, f) = ((0i - 02) * 0«. f) -» 0 for all / in X. Since
X is full, by definition we conclude that 0 is in the L,-norm closure of

(0i - 02) * P- Thus 1.8(11) is verified and G is amenable.

The following is a sufficient condition for X to be full.

Proposition 2.8. X is a full subspace of LX(G) if for each h in LX(G) there

are two nets {eß), {fß} in P (possibly depending on h) such that eß * h * fß~ is

in X for all ß and {eß} is an approximate identity for LX(G).

Proof. Assume ((<¡>x - <f>2) * \pa,f) -» 0 for all/in X. Then given any/ in X

and w > 0 there is a ^ — \pa(f) in P such that \(<b * 0U,/)| < to, where we set

<¡> = <f>, — <p2 for brevity. In particular for any h in Loo an(I corresponding

{£/?}. {//?}> for each/ = eß * h * ff in X there is a ^u = 0U(/) = 0„(A, ß) in

P such that

|(0 * 1r-,/)| = |(0 * 0U. «fc • W/T )| " |(e| * $ * (#u *fß ), A) I < co.

Next, since (e^j is an approximate identity so is {e|} [5, Lemma 3.3] and thus

for appropriate ß = ß0 we have ||cf> - e^o * <¡>\\x < co. -Consequently upon
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setting 4, » $a(h, ß0) *fßo and I = efo we obtain

|(0 * 4> A)| <|(e" • 0 ♦ 4,. A)| +1((0 -1*0)* L, n)\

<«+||(0-i*0)*4y%o<« + HIÄL-

Therefore for each A in L^G) there is a sequence \¡/k = 0Ä(A) in P (simply

take co = «¿¿O,  4 "*" 0H)  such  that  (0 * 4« Ä) " ((0i ~ 02) * 4» A) -»0.
Consequently by Corollary 2.6 there is a net in (<i>, — tk^ * P weakly conver-

gent to 0 and thus, by Definition 2.4, X is full.

An immediate consequence of 2.8 is

Corollary 2.9. UCB(G) is a full (topologically left invariant) subspace of

Lx(G)for any locally compact group G. Moreover, G is amenable iff there is a

TLIM on UCB(G).

Comment. This result is well known [3, pp. 26-27].

Proof, e * h * 8~ is in UCB(G) for arbitrary e and 5 in LX(G) and A in

L„(G).
We conclude this paper with a strengthened form of the von Neumann/

Dixmier criterion (ty) for amenability. We first show:

Proposition 2.10. If X is a full subspace of LX(G) then inf(^>, — ̂  */ < 0

for all <bx, <b2 in P andf in X iff G is amenable.

Proposition 2.10A (contrapositive form). // X is a full subspace of

Loo(G) then G is not amenable iff there exists <£,, <b2 in P andf in X such that

inf(<|>, - $2) *f > 1.

Proof. Proposition 2.10 is immediate from 2.2 and 2.7, whereas 2.10A

follows upon also observing that inf((bx — <b2) * f > 0 implies inf(<i>, —

02) * (c/) > 1 I0r sufficiently large positive scalars c.

We also need the following simple technical

Lemma 2.11. Let G be a locally compact group. For any measurable subset A

of finite positive measure \A\ let 4>a^Xa/\A\, the normalized characteristic

function of A, and for any r in G let 8T denote the Dirac measure (point mass) at

r. Then given any neighborhood U of the identity in G the set Su of simple

functions is (Lx-norm) dense in P where

S v 4= j — 2 <\ * 0i4: " a positive integer, r¡ in G and U¡ C U for 1 < i < n\.

Proof. The set of simple functions
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N

2 a¡XK.: N a positive integer, K¡ relatively
í=i

compact and a¡ > 0 for 1 < / < n and

ax\Kx\ + ■■■ + aN\KN\ - 1

is, of course, dense in P. Given a neighborhood U of the identity we may

cover any relatively compact set K by finitely many left translates of U and

this yields a partitioning of K into sets of the form rU' where U' Ç U (if

K C Ur¡U define U'x by rx U[ 4= rx U n K and recursively UJ by t, (7/ 4= r¡ U

n AT - U {Tri/: r < y'}). Consequently in the definition of S we may assume

without loss of generality that each K¡ is in fact of the form rU' for some

U' C U and also, since sets of measure zero do not "change" L, functions,

that each \K¡\ > 0. Now consider any/in 5 so represented:

/ = 2 «W&,«       UqU, «,| U,\ > 0, 2 a,|i/,| = 1 J.

Then/may be rewritten as 27=i A0T,u, where /?, = a,|c7(| > 0 and 2f_,A =

1. It is also clear that by restricting all /?, to be fractions in such a

representation one obtains a subfamily S'y of S dense in S and consequently

in P. To see that Sa may be represented as in the lemma, consider / =

2/11^-0, (/ with all r¡ > 0 rational and 2f_,r, = 1, the generic function in Sv.

Since   0Ty  = ST * «py, (l/n)2?.,«T( * ^  - 2?_,(l//O0T(l,,   is   in   £„.

Conversely, if n is a common denominator for the r¡, say r¡ = n(//i, then

w .    N j     n

2 'Ali = - 2 «,(5Ti * 0t^) = - 2 Sf * 0i>
i-i " i=i " j-i

where each 8T, * <pv, is merely used n¡ times as a Ô; * ̂ j} (2f_ xn¡ = «).

We are now in a position to prove

Theorem 2.12. The locally compact group G is not amenable iff there is anf

in UCB(G) and elements r„ s¡ (1 < i < n) in G such that

(c) 2(,/-,/)>i.
1=1

Comment. The von Neumann/Dixmier condition in its contrapositive

formulation is essentially of the form (C) except that there are allowed

different functions/ for each value of the index i.

Proof. One implication is trivial since m a LIM on Loo and/any function

in Loo satisfying (C) gives a contradiction upon applying m to both sides of

(C). Conversely if G is not amenable upon applying 2.10A to X = UCB(G)

we obtain an / in UCB(G) and <f>,, <b2 in P such that (<i>, — 0^ */ > I.
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Essentially this same/will be shown to satisfy (C), i.e., any scalar multiple cf

of/with c > 1 will suffice. To this end, we first note that given/in UCB(G)

and e > 0 there corresponds a neighborhood U — U(f, e) of the identity such

that H^y. * / -/lloo < e for any measurable U' C U with \U'\ > 0 (this
result uses only the right uniform continuity of / and is immediate from the

definition). Next, if D¡ in 5^ approximates <>, (/ = 1, 2) in L, to within e then

||(D, - D2) */- (<*,, - <b2) *f\\o0<\\(Dx - <bx) *f\L + \\(D2 - 02) ML

<IP.-0«lliI/|U + P2-02||,||yiU<2eWoo,

implying

(Dx-D2)*f>(<t>x-<t>2)*f-2e\\f\\M.

Moreover, if Dx = (l/n)S7_,5r * 0{/ then

Dx*
i    "

f-L 2** »1   -=~* \ 2s,*(0l/,*/-/)
n i=i

<\t\\^*f-f\L<^

Similarly, since we may assume that n is the same in the representations of

both Dx and D2 by being "redundant" if necessary, if D2 = (l//2)2?_it\ * <bu;

then \\D2*f- (l/«)2?_, ,/H«, < e. Thus we finally obtain

i 2 ( J- J) >(Dl-D2)*f-2e>(<bx-<b2)*f- 2e(l + ||/||J.
" j=i

Consequently if (<bx — <b2) *f > 1, for any c > 1 taking e small enough one

can find r„ s¡ such that

i 2 (,/-,/)>! A,
i=i

and the function (cf) satisfies (C).

Comment. The proof uses that/is in UCB(G)-or more precisely that/is

right uniformly continuous-in a crucial sense, the reason being that if one

only knows (<bx — ¡b^ *f > 1 for a general function/in Lw there appears to

be no way to obtain an analogous inequality involving left translates of/. A

slight extension of the ideas in the proof of 2.12 yields: if UCBr(G) is the

space of (real) right uniformly continuous bounded functions on G and

measures p in M+(G) are considered as operators on UCB,.(G) via p(f) 4=

p */, then the finite discrete measures {(1/«)2"_,5T.: n a positive integer, r¡

in G, 1 < i < n) are strong operator dense in the set of all positive measures

of mass one.

The failure of this density theorem for M+(G) operating on Lœ(G) is why
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we  had  to  work  in  a   smaller  subspace  (UCB(G)  being  chosen  for

convenience).

In conclusion, the extension of these results to amenable semigroups and

group/semigroup actions does not seem unreasonable. Also in §11 no use was

made of Proposition 1.8(1), the "weakest" criterion for amenability. It is to be

hoped that by using this stronger characterization one may obtain a

strengthened version of Theorem 2.12. The author wishes to thank Dr. F. P.

Greenleaf for many stimulating discussions relating to the material presented

in this article.
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